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Abstract

With the advent of doc2vec, distributed representation of documents has quickly es-

tablished itself as one of the most effective techniques for representing a document in a

continuous vector space. It has been successfully applied in solving various text mining prob-

lems. Despite its outperforming results, it fails to provide interpretable document vectors

as meaning behind each feature remains indescribable. In order to overcome this weakness,

this paper proposes the bag-of-concepts method for representing a document vector. This

proposed method clusters word vectors generated from word2vec into concept clusters, and

uses the occurrences of these concept clusters to represent a document vector. Through this

representation, document vectors and their subsequently constructed text mining models can

be intuitively interpreted and comprehended.
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1 Introduction

Most popular document representation methods have often relied on the bag-of-words based

approaches [1, 10], through which a document is fundamentally represented by counts of word

occurrences within a document. For decades, this approach has been shown to be effective for

various text mining tasks [7, 8, 16]. One of its major advantages is that it produces intuitively

interpretable document vectors. Each feature of a document vector indicates an occurrence of

a specific word within a document. The bag-of-words approach, however, can be problematic

when a number of documents being represented are enormous. As a number of documents

increase, a number of unique words in the entire document set will also naturally increase.

Consequently, not only will the generated document vectors be sparse, but their dimensions will

also be huge. As the dimension and the sparsity of the document vectors increase, conventional

distance metrics such as Euclidean distance or cosine distance become ineffective in describing

the differences between the documents. Consequently, text mining models constructed from
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the bag-of-words approach can be unsuccessful in capturing proper difference between high

dimensional and sparse document vectors. Although various dimension reduction techniques [4,

6] do exist, these technique lose the innate interpretability of the bag-of-words approach.

To overcome such limitation of the bag-of-words approach, doc2vec model [9], an extension

of word2vec [11] method, utilizes contextual information of each word and document to embed

document vectors with manageable dimension into a continuous vector space. While context

of a word indicates surrounding words for a given word, context of a document is defined as

distribution of its composing words. With this contextual information, document vectors with

similar context information are located close to each other in the embedded space. Consequently,

its performance in document clustering and classification task have previously been reported to

be better than those of the bag-of-words based models [3]. However, each feature of document

vectors generated from doc2vec is difficult to interpret as its value indicates the weight of the

neural network used to train doc2vec.

Despite the outstanding representational performance of doc2vec, having a good represen-

tation itself is not the ultimate goal of text mining. In order to apply such method in real

text mining tasks, document vectors, similar to those produced by the bag-of-words method,

need to be interpretable. Interpretable document vectors can provide deeper understanding of a

data set and the operating logic behind subsequently constructed text mining models. However,

document vectors generated from doc2vec model fails to provide any intuitive interpretability.

In order to compensate for this limitation of doc2vec, this paper suggests the bag-of-concepts

approach for representing a document vector. Through clustering distributed representation of

words generated from word2vec, this proposed method can maintain representational superior-

ity of the distributed representation, while simultaneously providing vector interpretability and

model explainability. With vector interpretability, we can intuitively understand the features

and the components of generated document vectors. With model explainability, we can easily

comprehend the operating logic behind a text mining model trained with the document vectors

generated from the proposed method. This paper has performed document clustering and classi-

fication on Reuter dataset to provide both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the proposed

method. The results of these tasks are promising, indicating that the proposed method is indeed

a realistic alternative method for document representation.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss various techniques

for document representation in detail. In Section 3 and 4, we propose our word2vec clustering

method and describe the dataset used throughout this paper. In Section 5, we provide experiment

result of our proposed method to substantiate its vector interpretability and model explainability.

We conclude in Section 6 with some discussion and directions for future work.
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2 Background

We will discuss three document representation techniques: bag-of-words, word2vec based ap-

proach and doc2vec. We provide general idea and motivation behind these methods, and discuss

their advantages and disadvantages.

2.1 Bag-of-Words

The bag-of-words approach is established upon an assumption that frequencies of words in a

document can indicate the relevance between the documents. Consequently, the features of the

document vectors generated from the bag-of-words approach represent the occurrences of each

word in a document as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Document vectors generated via bag-of-words approach

Due to such explicit features, document vectors generated from the bag-of-words approach

can be easily interpreted. If two documents from Figure 1 are calculated to be similar documents,

the reason behind their similarity can be explained by directly observing and comparing the

features of each document vector. These two document vectors, for example, can be perceived

as similar due to the fact that they share similar number of word occurrences for the words

“Arsenal”, “Legend”, “Robert”, and “Pires.” Consequently, we can reasonably accept the fact

that these two document vectors are similar as they both discuss about a same player from a

specific football team.

Due to this intuitive interpretability of the generated document vectors, the bag-of-words

approach has established itself as one of most influential document representation methods.

However, the number of features in these vectors increases significantly as the number of doc-

ument increases in order to incorporate all of word the occurrences within a set of documents.

Consequently, the dimension of the bag-of-words approach can become extremely large and

sparse. As the dimension and the sparsity of the document vectors increase, the curse of the

dimensionality occurs and conventional distance metrics such as Euclidean distance or cosine
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distance become meaningless. Due to such limitation, text mining model constructed from the

bag-of-words based document vectors can fail to capture the true differences and similarities

between the documents. Although various dimension reduction techniques [4, 6] do exist, these

techniques unfortunately lose the innate interpretability of the bag-of-words approach.

2.2 Word2Vec

Although word2vec is a word representation method, it can be expanded into representing doc-

uments without much significant modification. Thus, we will first discuss word2vec prior to

discussing word2vec based document representation and doc2vec.

Word2vec is based on the assumption of the distributed hypothesis [5], which states that

words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings [14]. Based on this as-

sumption, word2vec uses a simple neural network to embed words into continuous vector space.

Through training the weights of the network, word2vec model predicts neighboring words within

certain window size for an input word.

Figure 2: Word2vec basic architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the size of input layer x is V, equivalent to the total number of unique

words in a document set. Each node of the input layer represents an individual word through

one-hot encoding. Through encoding matrix E, which essentially is an aggregate of each input

node’s weight to each of hidden nodes, each word is embedded and represented by the hidden

layer h. Consequently, the number of hidden nodes d denotes the dimension of the word vectors

and the embedding space. The encoded word vector h is subsequently processed through a

respective context vector of context matrix P, which is again an aggregate of each hidden node’s

weight to each of the node in the output layer. Through P, input word’s surrounding context

words are predicted with soft-max function that aims at maximizing the cross product between

the input word’s embedded vector and context vector. Then, this predicted probability of each
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word is represented by the value of each node in the output layer y. Identical to the input layer,

the size of the output layer y is once again V. By checking whether the predicted context words

actually occurred around the input word, accuracy of the prediction is evaluated. Through back-

propagation, the values (weights) of the embedding vectors and the context vectors are updated.

This general description for training word2vec is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Word2vec training

One of the biggest contributions of word2vec is that the words that occur in similar context -

consequently with similar meaning according to the distributed hypothesis - are located close to

each other in the embedded space, preserving the semantic similarities between words. As words

are represented in a continuous embedded space, various conventional machine learning and data

mining techniques can be applied in this space to resolve various text mining tasks [2, 12, 13].

Figure 4 shows an example of such embedded space visualized by t-sne [15]. In this figure, we

have embedded words that represent the names of baseball players, the names of football players

and the names of countries. While the words with similar meaning are located closer to each

other, the words with different meanings are located distant from each other.

Compared to the bag-of-words approach, in which dimension and sparsity of a document

vector can increase significantly, word2vec model can be utilized to construct dense document

vectors with reasonable number of dimensions. One of the most simple approach for representing

a document using word2vec is averaging the word vectors of the words that occurred in a

document [17]. Despite its simplicity, its performance in document classification task is shown

to be quite promising.
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Figure 4: Embedded space using t-sne

2.3 Doc2Vec

Instead of averaging the embedded word2vec vectors to represent a document vector, doc2vec

directly embeds documents along with their words as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Doc2Vec Architecture

The architecture and the training of the neural network in doc2vec are essentially identical

to those of word2vec. The only difference lies in the fact that documents are also incorporated

into the network. Similar to words in word2vec model, documents are represented by one hot

encoding and embedded into a continuous space through an embedding matrix. As shown in

Figure 5, E1 represents an embedding matrix for documents, while E2 indicates an embedding

matrix for words. Their coordinates, the values of the weight towards the hidden nodes, are

similarly updated by back-propagation.

The representation power of doc2vec has been shown to be effective in document cluster-

ing and classification tasks [3]. Although the dimensions of document vectors generated from
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doc2vec are generally smaller than that of the bag-of-words approach, these features sufficiently

incorporate contextual information of words and documents, consequently outperforming the

bag-of-words based models. Despite its effective representation power, doc2vec model fails to

provide intuitive interpretation behind its generated document vectors. Since each document

vector is trained through a neural network, each value of the vector represents only the strength

of the connection between an input node and a specific hidden node. Consequently, it is hard to

comprehend what exactly each feature of a document vector represents in terms of the contents

of a document. Therefore, if a text mining model such as document classifier is trained from

these document vectors generated from doc2vec, it fails to provide intuitive explanation for the

operating logic behind the model. Having a good representation of a document itself is not be

the ultimate goal of text mining. In order for these representation methods to have meaningful

impact and implication in real business settings, it is essential that document representation

should be able to provide clear understanding and intuition behind the representation and its

subsequent text mining model constructed from such representation.

3 Proposed Method

Figure 6: Bag-of-Concepts

This paper suggests the bag-of-concepts method as an alternative method for document

representation (Figure 6). In this proposed method, word vectors for words in a collection of

documents are trained via word2vec. As word2vec embeds semantically similar words into neigh-

boring area, the proposed method clusters neighboring words into one common concept cluster.

Similar to the bag-of-words method, each document vector will then be represented by the counts

of each concept clusters in the document. As each concept cluster will contain words with sim-

ilar meaning or common hypernym, the features of the document vectors generated from the

proposed method will be interpretable and intuitive. Furthermore, the bag-of-concepts method

can be understood as a non-linear dimension reduction technique for transforming a word space
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into a concept space based on semantic similarity. As the proposed method represents a doc-

ument with concept frequencies instead of word frequencies, it incorporate interpretability of

the bag-of-words method, and representational superiority and non-sparsity of the distributed

representation method, while overcoming their limitations.

As word2vec maximizes the cross product between the embedding vectors and the context

vectors, cosine distance metric is used for clustering in the embedding space. Consequently,

spherical k-means algorithm [18] is used to cluster word vectors into concept clusters. For pre-

determined value of k, spherical k-means clustering, similar to k-means clustering, iteratively

assigns each data point to one of k centroids and updates each centroid given the membership

of the data points. However, spherical k-means clustering, instead of Euclidean distance, uses

cosine similarity as a distance metric.

4 Data Set Description

In order to show the representational performance of the proposed method and its applicability,

document clustering and classification tasks have been carried out using the document vectors

generated from the proposed method. Document clustering task aims at grouping documents

according to their correct classes. On the other hand, document classification task generates a

model that can distinguish differences between the documents. If the proposed method can truly

capture the semantic differences between the documents, it should perform well in these tasks.

Table 1: Reuter dataset labels

Classes Number of Documents

Entertainment 25,500

Sports 25,500

Technology 25,500

Market 25,423

Politics 25,500

Business 25,500

World 25,500

Health 25,500

In this paper, Reuter dataset has been used for these task. To avoid class imbalance problem,

Reuter dataset consists of 203,923 randomly selected articles from Reuter website that have been

published between September 1st, 2006 and June 6th, 2015. These articles are labeled by Reuter

website into 8 different classes as shown in Table 1. The total number of sentences amounts

to 3,076,016, while the total number of tokens is equivalent to 89,146,031. For faster word2vec

training, we have ignored those words that occurred less than 20 times in the entire dataset,
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leaving total of 65,159 unique words to train.

5 Experiment Result

Biggest contribution of proposed bag-of-concepts method is that it incorporates the advantages

of the bag-of-words method and doc2vec model. Similar to doc2vec model, the proposed method

maintains superior representational performance derived from utilizing contextual information.

Furthermore, it creates dense document vectors with reasonable number of dimensions. Yet, the

proposed method also provides explicitly explanatory features for the document vectors, provid-

ing interpretability for the vectors themselves and explainability for the text mining models built

from these vectors. These three aspects of the suggest method – representational performance,

vector interpretability, and model explainability – are established through performing document

clustering and classification task on Reuter dataset.

5.1 Representation Effectiveness

Figure 7: Document clustering experiment design

In order to analyze the representation effectiveness of the proposed method, document clus-

tering task has been carried out on the document vectors generated from the proposed method.

Clustering performance is compared to those calculated from the document vectors generated

from word2vec averaging method and doc2vec method as shown in Figure 7.

Numerous hyperparameters are involved in training effective word2vec and doc2vec models.

In order to minimize the impact of hyperparameters in the overall performance, the proposed

method, word2vec averaging method and doc2vec method are designed to share same window

size of 9 and training epoch of 3. All word2vec and doc2vec training have been carried out by
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using Gensim library1 in Python. Various number of dimensions for the document and word

vectors have been tested. Starting with the dimension of 100, the dimension is increased by 100

until 1000, after which it is increased by 1000 until the dimension of 3000. The proposed method

is additionally influenced by an extra hyperparameter k, the number of concept clusters to be

constructed. In order to observe its impact on the representation performance, several values

for the number of concept clusters have also been tested. Starting with 20, the value of k is

increased by 10 until 400.

Figure 8: F1 score of document clustering task

Figure 8 and Table 2 show F1 score of the clustering result from these three methods with

respect to the number of dimension of word2vec and doc2vec. As shown in the following equation,

F1 score uses precision and recall to calculate the accuracy of the test result. As this document

clustering task is a case of multiclass clustering, weighted average of F1 scores for each binary

case is calculated.

F1 = 2 × precision× recall

precision + recall

For a given dimension, ”Bag-of-Concepts (Best)” indicates a model with the highest F1 score

amongst all of the models trained with different number of concept clusters, k, between 20 ∼ 400.

On the other hand, ”Bag-of-Concepts (Average)” represents a model that averages F1 scores

from all of the proposed models with different values of k for a given dimension. Full detailed

list of F1 score for all values of k is included as an appendix. As shown by Figure 8, average

performance of the proposed method is lower than those of doc2vec method and word2vec

averaging method. If the number of concept cluster k is carefully selected, the performance of

1https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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the proposed method, however, can drastically improve and is similar or in some hyperparameter

setting, can outperform those of current state-of-art doc2vec method and word2vec averaging

method. As an alternative document representation method, the proposed method provides an

effective representational power at a similar level as doc2vec that have already been shown to

outperform the bag-of-words approach [3].

Table 2: List of F1 score for document clustering task

Dimension of

Word2vec /

Doc2vec

Bag-of-

Concepts

(Best)

Bag-of-

Concepts

(Average)

Word2vec

Averaging
Doc2vec

100 0.505036 0.358903 0.508018 0.47598

200 0.489007 0.362014 0.411944 0.486628

300 0.523417 0.382304 0.482698 0.468047

400 0.485581 0.352057 0.508342 0.474606

500 0.572366 0.396641 0.471125 0.471829

600 0.466831 0.363745 0.479197 0.468465

700 0.468562 0.372937 0.460313 0.469243

800 0.481906 0.369165 0.401519 0.466425

900 0.47838 0.390732 0.478478 0.476587

1000 0.542261 0.37483 0.449473 0.469872

2000 0.502957 0.379956 0.487743 0.473375

3000 0.482591 0.364974 0.437778 0.463631

5.2 Vector Interpretability

Unlike doc2vec, the proposed method, while still maintaining the representational effectiveness

of doc2vec, is capable of providing intuitive interpretation for the generated document vectors.

In order to show this vector interpretability, we will use the proposed method with the highest F1

score. In this model, all of the words are embedded into continuous space of 500 dimensions, and

are clustered into 110 concept clusters (k = 110). Furthermore, two clearly different documents

are selected as examples as shown in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, Document 1 belongs to Sports class as it discusses about an opening day win for

New York Yankees, a baseball team. Document 2, on the other hand, belongs to Politics class

as it discusses a recent survey regarding the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement, a economic

trade agreement between twelve countries around Pacific Rim. Both doc2vec and the proposed

method successfully cluster Document 1 as a member of Sports class, while Document 2 as a

member of Politics class. Observing the document vectors generated from the proposed method,

however, provides more insightful and profound understanding behind the result. The features
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Figure 9: Examples of interpretable document vectors

of the document vectors generated from doc2vec represent the coordinates of the vectors in 500

dimensional space, but it fails to provide any clear intuitive understanding behind the meaning of

each axis. The proposed method, however, successfully offers clear interpretation of the meaning

behind each features, explaining each document’s clustering result through the concept clusters.

Figure 10: Concept clusters that are strongly related to Document 1
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Figure 10 ∼ 13 list some examples of contrasting features in two document vectors generated

from the proposed method that provide some intuition behind the clustering result. Looking at

the words in the concept clusters depicted in Figure 10, we can understand that these two

concept clusters contain words that are related to the names of sports teams, and to baseball

terminologies respectively. In Document 1, words belonging to the concept cluster related to

the names of sports teams occurred 14 times compared to none in Document 2. Similarly, the

concept cluster related to baseball terminologies occurred 68 times in Document 1, while once

in Document 2. Consequently, we can understand that Document 1 contains more words related

to the names of sports teams and to baseball terminologies. As Document 1 is indeed an article

about a baseball game, it seems inevitable for Document 1 to have high occurrences in these two

concept clusters. As these concepts are more likely to be used in a sports section of a newspaper

than a politics section, Document 1, therefore, is clustered into Sports class, while Document 2

isn’t.

Figure 11: Concept clusters that are strongly related to Document 2

Looking at the words in the concept clusters depicted in Figure 11, we can understand that

these two concept clusters contain words that are related to the names of political parties, and

to the words that describe negotiations respectively. In Document 2, words belonging to the

concept cluster related to the names of political parties occurred 27 times compared to 5 times

in Document 1. Similarly, the concept cluster related to the negotiation terms occurred 36 times
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in Document 2, while once in Document 1. Consequently, we can understand that Document 2

contains more words related to the names of political parties and to the concept of negotiation.

As these concepts are more likely to be used in a political section of a newspaper than a sports

section, Document 2, therefore, is clustered into Politics class, while Document 1 isn’t clustered

into the same class.

Figure 12: Concept clusters that are strongly related to both documents

First four concept clusters in Figure 10 ∼ 11 successfully capture the contents of documents

and provide reasons behind why each document is clustered into Sports and Politics classes

respectively. However, not every concept clusters are effective in providing intuition behind

the clustering result. Figure 12 shows a concept cluster that occurred most frequently in both

Document 1 and 2. Looking at some of the words within this concept cluster, it becomes obvious

that conjunctions are clustered into this concept cluster. As conjunctions can be common in

any articles, the occurrences of this concept cluster in both documents are relatively higher

compared to the occurrences of other concept clusters. Thus, this concept cluster, despite its

high occurrence, is irrelevant in capturing meaningful differences of these two documents.

Figure 13: Misallocated concept clusters

The concept cluster in Figure 13 represent the names of Middle Eastern cities. Although

both Document 1 and 2 don’t contain any words related to the cities in the Middle East, the
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occurrences of this concept cluster in these two documents are quite significant. Through careful

observation of the words in this concept cluster, it can be discovered that such high frequency

of this irrelevant concept cluster has occurred due to misallocation of some irrelevant terms

into this concept cluster. For example, some common words such as “near” and “cities” have

been clustered into this concept cluster. Consequently, occurrence of such irrelevant yet common

words in the documents has increased the frequency of the corresponding concept cluster in these

document vectors without revealing their contrasting contents.

Although some of the concept clusters with high frequencies are not so intuitive in distinguish-

ing these two document vectors, the proposed method, unlike doc2vec, is capable of providing

clear interpretation behind the features of the generated document vectors. Through this vector

interpretability, it is now possible to understand the comprising contents of the documents, and

to comprehend the similarities and the differences between the documents.

5.3 Model Explainability

The proposed method can additionally provide explanatory power for a text mining model built

from the generated document vectors. In order to show such model explainability, a document

classifier using decision tree algorithm has been constructed to classify articles in Sports class

from those in Technology class. For this decision tree, document vectors are represented by the

bag-of-concepts method with the highest clustering performance (dimension of word2vec = 500,

k = 110). Amongst 110 concept clusters, this decision tree seeks to identify important concept

clusters that can distinguish between Sports and Technology class. Amongst 25,500 articles for

each class, 20,500 articles from each class (total of 51,000) have been used to build a decision

tree, while remaining 5,000 articles from each class (total of 10,000) have been used as a test set

(Table 3). All of the document vectors are represented by the proposed method. The constructed

decision tree and its training and test accuracy are shown in Figure 14.

Class Total Number Training Set Test Set

of Documents

Sports 25,500 20,500 5,000

Technology 25,500 20,500 5,000

Table 3: Training set and test set for decision tree

Unlike a decision tree generated from doc2vec vectors, this generated decision tree provides

an intuitive explanation behind the tree. As each node of the tree represents a specific concept

cluster, we can understand the operating logic and the intrinsic characteristics of the classifier

and the dataset.
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Figure 14: Constructed decision tree

Figure 15 lists some concept clusters that the decision tree uses to classify Sports class from

Technology class. First splitting node (root) occurs at 45th concept cluster of the document

vectors. Top 10 words in this cluster that are closest to the centroid seem to indicate that

this concept cluster contains the names of people. Through exploring Reuter website, we have

discovered that these words are indeed the names of the reporters, who mainly write sports

articles. Consequently, it becomes evident that this classifier considers the names of the reporters

as an important criteria for differentiating two classes. Next, we will look at the splitting nodes

prior to the leaf nodes. Looking at the left most splitting node, we find that if the value in

the 18th feature of a document vector is less than 1.5, corresponding document belongs to

Technology class, while if it is bigger than 1.5, it belongs to Sports class. This decision rule

becomes intuitively clear if we look at the concept cluster that this feature represents. From

Figure 15, we can identify that the terms strongly related to golf scores are clustered into this

concept cluster. This node, consequently, classify the documents according to the occurrences of

the golf scoring terms. Looking at the actual headlines of the documents that are being classified

at this node (Figure 16), we indeed see that this node successfully manages to classify golf articles

from other articles.
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Figure 15: Concept clusters of each nodes
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Figure 16: Headlines of documents in each leaf node
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Similar results follow for other remaining three nodes. Through these nodes, we can under-

stand that golf and sports associations are two major concept clusters that this classifier uses to

differentiate the documents in Sport class from those in Technology class. Similarly, we realize

that computer software related terms and the names of online platforms are two major concept

clusters that this classifier utilizes for differentiating the documents in Technology class from

those in Sports class. As Figure 16 shows, the headlines of the articles that are distinguished

at these nodes further substantiate the importance of these concept clusters in the classifier

as they appear to be more relevant to their corresponding concept clusters. Although similar

classification task can be carried out by doc2vec, it cannot provide intuitive explanation behind

the operating logic of the classifier unlike the proposed method as shown by this example.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes the bag-of-concepts method for representing a document vector, through

which the advantages of the bag-of-words method and doc2vec are integrated to overcome the

weaknesses of each model. While preserving semantic similarity of the word vectors, the proposed

method clusters the word vectors generated from word2vec into concept clusters. Consequently,

the proposed method maintains the representational effectiveness and non-sparsity of doc2vec,

while providing intuitive vector interpretability at the same time. With intuitive vector inter-

pretability, we can acquire more explicit and profound understanding of the document vectors

and their differences. If the proposed method is applied in specific text mining task such as

document classification task, we can furthermore comprehend the operating logic and unique

characteristics behind the built model. Consequently, even those who aren’t experts in text min-

ing and data mining can easily understand and accept the constructed model and its constituting

vectors. Due to these vector interpretability and model explainability, the proposed method can

be applied in solving various real business problems, in which document representation itself is

not the only issue.

In this paper, the labels of the concept clusters have been manually determined. In future

works, however, we will explore ways to label the concept clusters semi-automatically or auto-

matically, providing more objective labels for describing the concept clusters. Furthermore, we

will also compare the impacts of various clustering algorithm in the quality of the generated

concept clusters. With further exploration, we hope that the proposed method will establish

itself as a fundamental building block for solving various text mining problems arising from real

business problems.
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8 Appendix

This appendix includes a complete list of F1 score of clustering accuracy resulting from all

values of k (the number of concept clusters) used for clustering words into concept clusters. For

each word2vec embedding dimension between 100 ∼ 3000, the proposed bag-of-concepts method

has used varying number of concept clusters between 20 ∼ 400 to create document vectors for

document clustering task. Following F1 score lists weighted average of F1 scores of the clustering

result. As this document clustering task is a case of multiclass clustering, weighted average of

F1 scores for each binary case is calculated.
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